This paper examines the operating characteristics of a class of Tandem Banyan Switching Fabrics (TBSFs) 1] built using Bi-Delta Networks. We use the functional equivalence between Bi-Delta Networks to induce an equivalence between TBSFs. A weaker form of equivalence guaranteeing identical performance under conditions of symmetric tra c is studied, and a su cient condition for weak equivalence between functionally distinct TBSFs is established. These results hold for a variety of Con ict Resolution Policies (CRPs) in addition to the one studied in 1]. Simulations indicate that a TBSF constructed by cascading Omega networks, (or in fact any other TBSF in its weak equivalence class), performs better than the two TBSFs studied earlier 1], and converges rapidly to a theoretical lower bound on the loss rate, in the region of interest. It is also shown that this loss rate is almost independent of the size of such a TBSF in the region of interest.
Introduction
BISDN, characterized by very high speed communication links has caused major changes in packet switch design. As transmission speeds continue to grow, higher switching speeds become more critical. Very high-speed self-routing at the hardware level is therefore essential. The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a widely accepted standard for BISDN. Switch design with this standard in mind has received considerable attention in the past few years 2] 3].
The salient feature of the ATM from our viewpoint of interest is that packets are of xed length. Further, each packet arrives at a switch in a xed size time slot
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on an input link, but in an asynchronous or unscheduled fashion with respect to packets arriving on the other input links of the switch. We restrict our attention to switches with N inputs and N outputs, and where all switches are of equal size. Every time slot, the switch attempts to correctly route all packets arriving at (distinct) input ports, to their respective destination ports. We assume that each packet is destined to a single output port only. That is multi-casting is not allowed. Since packets across di erent links arrive asynchronously, it is possible that two packets to be routed in a given time slot may be destined to the same output port. This con ict can be resolved in two ways. More than one path from any input to any output may be provided with packets being concentrated and queued at the outputs, or else one of the con icting packets in a time slot is sent across, while the rest are queued at the inputs -to be routed again in a future time slot. Queueing at intermediate stages of the routing fabric is also possible. Note that though queueing itself is unavoidable, it can be shown that output queueing results in minimum delay, as it does not su er from the problems (like head-of-line blocking) that plague input or intermediate queueing schemes 4] . The performance of such output queued switches is therefore largely determined by the number of alternate paths that the switch fabric allows. The recent past has seen several proposals for switches of this type (such as 1], 5], 6] 7] 8]). The measure of performance is the Loss Rate L: the fraction of packets that is lost at the switch fabric itself. If we make the realistic assumption that L (which is around the order of 10 ?6 or less), does not a ect the output queueing, a comparison of the loss rate alone, between output queued switching fabrics is justi ed.
Banyan Networks are very desirable as routing fabrics for such switches, because they consist of only log d N stages of N=d simple d d switches. While a Banyan Network provides a unique self-routed path from any input to any output in only log d N stages, it is a blocking network. This is because these unique paths share common links, making simultaneous routing of packets destined to di erent outputs impossible. However by preceding a Banyan Network by a Batcher sorting Network it is possible to make it nonblocking. The problem of output con ict in the case of packets destined to the same output still persists. In 5] 6] multiple parallel paths are provided to the output by expanding the Banyan routing network that follows the Batcher sorter.
The TBSF 1], approaches the multiple path problem from a di erent angle. A schematic of the TBSF architecture is shown in Figure 1 . Every time slot, xed-size packets arrive at the input links. These are fed to the rst Banyan Network. The correctly routed packets at the end of this Banyan Network exit to their respective output bu ers. Those that are misrouted carry on into another Banyan Network block where the process is repeated, and so on till the last (L th ) Banyan Network block. Packets that are still misrouted at the output of the L th block are considered lost. For con icting packets a Con ict Resolution Policy (CRP) is necessary. In the CRP used in 1], in case of a con ict between two packets at some 2 2 switching element, one of the two packets (selected at random) wins the con ict, while the other is misrouted. Furthermore, whenever a packet is misrouted, it is marked as such by a collision bit that constitutes part of the packet's header. Whenever there is a conict between a properly routed packet and a misrouted one, the misrouted packet always looses the con ict. By this scheme, a packet which gets misrouted at some stage within a Banyan Network, has no e ect on the routing of properly routed packets in that Banyan Network. When a misrouted packet begins routing afresh at the next Banyan Network block, it has its collision bit reset to that of a properly routed packet. Further, if two misrouted packets meet at a node, the node is set to the bar state.
The original TBSF is de ned with an additional priority eld which is optional. In the rest of this paper we assume a single priority class. Since self-routing (oblivious routing) is used, Delta Networks 9] make very desirable candidates. In 1] the authors build two TBSFs. One that uses the Baseline Network as its building block, and the other that uses the Modi ed Data Manipulator as its building block. These are two among several possible Bi-Delta Networks. Bi-Delta Networks are a sub-class of Delta Networks, where the reverse network is also a Delta Network.
While it has been shown that the performance (average packet loss rate) of all Bi-Delta Networks will be the same under the uniform and independent trafc assumption (see 10]); when cascaded, their performance di ers signi cantly. This fact had been noted in 1] for the CRP they use. In this paper we investigate this behaviour in detail.
In Section 2 we (functionally) characterize Bi-Delta Networks by just two permutations ; ] without concerning ourselves with the speci cs of the CRP that might be used. Section 3 de nes tra c. It also de nes what we call symmetric tra c -a class of tra c that is widely assumed in analyses -as also in ours. The often used uniform and independent tra c is shown to be a member of the symmetric tra c class. In Section 4 we discuss the relation of Con ict Resolution Policies to the routing of a packet within a Bi-Delta Network. In Section 5 we use the ; ] characterization to study the performance of single Bi-Delta Networks under symmetric tra c. It is shown that all Bi-Delta Networks will perform the same, for any xed CRP, under this tra c assumption. Section 6 extends the results obtained in Section 5 to explore a su cient condition for the equal performance of TBSFs built using Bi-Delta Networks when the tra c is symmetric. In Section 7 we study the performance of various TBSFs, for a variety of switch sizes and loads , under uniform and independent tra c. An ideal non-blocking switch is used to evaluate a theoretical lower bound. Section 8 discusses how one might design a TBSF by arriving at an approximate relationship between the loss rate L and the number of blocks (L) that constitute the TBSF. Section 9 summarizes the chief contributions of this paper. , in such a manner that there exists a unique path from each source node to each destination node. Note, that as long as a label-preserving isomorphism exists between two Banyan Networks they are considered functionally identical or equivalent. That is, one Banyan Network can be derived from the other by moving the nodes or switches around, without altering the interconnections or any of the labels. The address of the destination node in d-ary can be expressed as a string of n digits. A path from a source node to a destination node can be described by the sequence of n digits: Z = Z 1 Z 2 :::Z n that label the successive outputs of switches in stages 1; 2:::n it traverses. This string of n digits is termed as a path descriptor. For instance in Figure 2 , the path from source node 001 to destination node 100 has the path descriptor Z = 110.
A n-stage, d-degree, N N Delta Network has the following additional property 9]: P5: For all paths, the label of the output link that is chosen at a switch in a given stage, is a unique digit taken from the address of the destination node of the path. It thus follows from P5 that path descriptors associated with paths leading to the same destination node must be identical, and we can thus speak of a unique path descriptor associated with a given destination node.
Consider a destination node with address z = (z 1 z 2 :::z n ). Let its path descriptor, or simply its descriptor be Z = (Z 1 (z)Z 2 (z):::Z n (z)). Denote Z = (z), where is an N-element address permutation. Then from property P5, Z k (z) must be such that Network. This is a Bi-Delta Network.
, where is a n-element digit permutation associated with the Delta Network (independent of z). Note that is thus the N-element address permutation that is induced by the n-element digitpermutation .
Henceforth the address-permutation induced by a digit-permutation (such as ), will be represented by the digit-permutation's corresponding capital symbol Figure 2 clearly is not a Delta Network, because the destination node with address 100 (in binary), has a path to it with descriptor Z = 110 which cannot be derived by permuting the bits: 100. Figure 3 is an example of a Delta Network, since all Properties P1-P5 are satis ed.
We can also de ne the path descriptor from a source node to a switch s in stage k, as the string of digits used to get to it from a source node. It is shown in 12] that all paths connecting source nodes to a switch in a Delta Network have the same path descriptor. We thus speak of the path descriptor of s (any switch or destination node) in stage k, and denote it as Z(s) = Z 1 (s)Z 2 (s):::Z k?1 (s).
A Bi-Delta Network is a Delta Network in both directions. That is, the reverse network is also a Delta Network. This implies that all paths from destination nodes to a switch or a source node have the same path descriptor A(s) as well. Since the paths are in reverse, if s lies in stage k, the successive digits used in stages n; n?1; :::k+1 are A n (s); A n?1 (s); :::A k+1 (s). We call this a backward path descriptor.
Lemma 1 Any switch or node in a Bi-Delta Network is uniquely de ned by its forward and backward path descriptors.
See the Appendix for a proof.
A switch or node s in stage k is thus uniquely de ned by (Z(s); A(s)), which we will simply call the descriptor of switch or node s. Here Z(s) = Z 1 (s)Z 2 (s):::Z k?1 (s) and A(s) = A k+1 (s)A k+2 (s):::A n (s). Figure 4 illustrates a BiDelta Network with the descriptors of its switches and nodes in brackets.
For a Bi-Delta Network (for which the reverse Network is also a Delta Network) we must also have A k = a (k) , where is a n-element permutation associated with the Bi-Delta Network. See the Appendix for a detailed proof.
De ne the bit-permutation operations: Identity: I(x 1 x 2 :::x n ) = (x 1 x 2 :::x n ) Bit Reversal: (x 1 x 2 :::x n ) = (x n x n?1 :::x 1 ) Circular Right bit-rotation: (x 1 x 2 :::x n ) = (x n x 1 x 2 :::x n?1 ) Topological properties of some Bi-Delta Networks, of degree d = 2 have been previously studied in the literature. 3 Characterizing Tra c
We are interested in self (or oblivious) routing of packets through Banyan Networks. We restrict ourselves to Banyan Networks of degree d = 2. We restrict our attention to a xed-size packet scenario (such as is the case with ATM) where every time slot, a set of packets are fed to the various source nodes (at most one to each source node). We use the following notation:
A packet p to be fed to a N N Banyan Network N of degree d = 2 is characterized by the 2-tuple (a; z), where a and z are addresses of the source node it arrives at, and the destination node it requests respectively. These addresses range from 0 to (N ? 1) and consist of n = log 2 N bits when expressed in binary. De ne p = (a; z). A tra c element e is a set of packets that is fed to a network N. So that e = fpg, where p = (a; z).
Note that for a valid e, no two of its packets may share the same source address. That is f(p 1 ; p 2 2 e)g =) fa 1 6 = a 2 g. However they may share the same destination addresses.
A tra c t = f(e; f(e))g is a set of 2-tuples, where each 2-tuple is a tra c element e, with its associated probability (of occurrence) f(e). Of course P e f(e) = 1. Note that in the above description of t, we are not interested in the statistical dependence between the tra c elements e that constitute t, because we are working under the assumption that the network has no memory. Since we only consider networks that synchronously sweep all packets through in each time slot, without any carry-overs from past time slots, this is a valid assumption. Therefore the probability f is sucient to describe the statistical behaviour of the trafc. Thus a symmetric tra c is a tra c that has the special property that if all the source and destination addresses of all packets p in all the constituent elements e are transformed by any two permutations a and z respectively, the resulting tra c t a ; z ] will be identical to t. Let U be the universal set -the set of all possible valid tra c elements e. Uniform and independent tra c 1] with load is a tra c where any source node will have a packet with probability , and each such packet will request any one of the N possible destination nodes with equal probability 1=N. We denote this tra c by u . All valid e's are possible, and their corresponding probability f denoted by f(e) is given by:
f(e) = jej (1 Several other symmetric tra cs apart from the uniform and independent tra c are possible. Indeed permutation tra c is one such 1]. element e have di ering destination addresses, there still would (in general) be con icts at the outputs of switches. In our scenario, destination addresses are not necessarily distinct, so that would create con icts too. In any case, a Con ict Resolution Policy (CRP) must be devised to handle such situations. For simplicity we study degree d = 2 Banyan Networks. We assume that the CRP uses de ection routing. That is, a packet that cannot be switched to its desired outgoing link, is not lost, but switched incorrectly to the other link.
Consider a packet p = (a; z) that is routed through a Bi-Delta Network N = ; ]. Let the path descriptor of the desired destination node of p be denoted by (z) = (z (1) z (2) :::z (n) ). Let the string of n bits: h, denote its routing history. Let h k = 0, if the packet p was correctly switched at stage k of N, and h k = 1 if not. p is thus considered misrouted through N if it is incorrectly switched in at least one stage -that is h 6 = 0. The exact value of h is of importance to us since it determines the destination node of N that the misrouted packet reaches, which (as we will see later while studying TBSFs) is crucial to our analysis.
The path descriptor of the path taken by p is ( (z)) h, which will thus be the descriptor of the destination node it reaches. Therefore the address of the destination node p would reach, would be ?1 (( (z)) h), where is the bitwise exclusiveor operator. Since is as a bit-permutation (i.e., a permutation of the bits of its argument), the address of the destination node p would reach simpli es to z ( ?1 (h)).
The CRP may be chosen in many ways. We assume no restriction on the CRP, apart from the reasonable assumption that it should not use any other information at a d d switch apart from the packets' history h, the labels of the links at which they arrive, and the labels of the output links they request.
Performance of Bi-Delta Networks under Symmetric Tra c
Earlier we had shown that (n!) 2 Bi-Delta Networks exist. We now ask the question whether a pair of such Bi-Delta Networks N = ; ] and N = ; ] can perform the same. In this paper, performance is measured by the loss rate L of packets. This is computed as the ratio between the expected number of packets lost, to the expected number of packets that are fed to the network. and will choose the same outgoing link. Propagating this argument through, we show that both Bi-Delta Networks will perform the same.
Feed t to N . Consider an arbitrary packet p = (a; z) being routed through N . The descriptor of the source node at which p arrives is (a) = (a (1) a (2) a (3) :::a (n) ). So that the descriptor of the switch that it will reach in stage k = 1 will be (; a (2) a (3) :::a (n) ).
Feed t a ; z ] to N . Now corresponding to p = (a; z) from t being fed to N , p = ( a (a); z (z)) from t a ; z ] is being fed to N .
The descriptor of the source node at which p arrives is (a a(1) a a(2) a a(3) :::a a(n) ). Making the appropriate substitution a = ( ) ?1 , the descriptor of the source node in N at which p arrives is (a (1) a (2) a (3) :::a (n) ). Exactly like p , p also reaches the switch with descriptor (; a (2) a (3) :::a (n) ) in stage k = 1 . At switch (; a (2) a (3) :::a (n) ) , the label of the desired output for p (in N ), is z (1) . The corresponding label of the desired output for p (in N ) is then z z (1) . But z = ( ) ?1 , so that the label of the output of p (in N ) is also z (1) .
All of the above may be argued for the other packets (if any), denoted by q (in N ), and q (in N )
that make it to the other input of the same 2 2 switch with descriptor (; a (2) a (3) :::a (n) ). Depending on what the CRP is, either both p and p will be correctly routed (h 1 = 0) or both will be misrouted (h 1 = 1) -since they have the exact same history, have entered at the same input a (1) of the switch, and desire the same output. We are assuming here that the CRP is deterministic. That is no coins are ipped in resolving con icts. However, it can be shown that our arguments can be generalized to include nondeterministic CRPs also. The label of the output that p and p take is thus z (1) h 1 .
We can repeat this exercise for all packets at stage k = 1. Note that the histories h 1 's that all corresponding packets acquire are identical, and thus we may iteratively proceed to k = 2, k = 3, and so on until k = n + 1. As before we denote the addresspermutation that is induced by the bit-permutation , by . So that (z (1) z (2) :::z (n) ) = (z). Both p and p will thus reach the destination node with descriptor ( (z)) h. If h 6 = 0 for p , it must be so for p as well. Therefore p is misrouted if and only if p is too. Repeating this argument for all packets, it follows that the performance of N and N is the same. 2.
Theorems 2 and 3 imply that all Bi-delta Networks will perform the same if they use the same CRP, and if the input tra c is symmetric.
In Section 6 we will be interested in the tra c consisting of unsuccessful packets that need to be fed to the next network in tandem. We therefore characterize the nature of the relationship between these tra c types for N and N in the following Lemma. Lemma 3 Let the unsuccessful packets in the situa- A result in the proof of Theorem 3 is that p and p will both reach the destination node with descriptor ( (z)) h. Clearly if h = 0 both p and p are successful packets, and will thus both exit successfully at the end of N and N respectively. If h 6 = 0, the addresses of the destination nodes which p and p reach, are ( ) ?1 (( (z)) h) = z (( ) ?1 h), and ( ) ?1 (( (z)) h) = ( ) ? In Section 1 we outlined the architecture and CRP of the TBSF. In what follows, we consider the same architecture, but make no constraints on the CRP. This generalized switching fabric is denoted by TBSF*. We use the term block to denote each Banyan Network. Let the TBSF* in question have L blocks. At the end of block l, all correctly routed packets exit the switch fabric to their respective output queues, while misrouted packets are fed to block (l + 1). The packets that are unsuccessfully routed at the end of block L, are considered lost. (We assume that there is no feedback of such lost packets).
The blocks employed might be any Banyan Network. In this section we consider blocks of BiDelta Networks only. We denote the l th block of The above also ensures us that any corresponding segments of two equivalent TBSF*s will also be equivalent. We now ask ourselves the same question we answered for single Bi-Delta Networks in Section 5. respectively; feeding t 1 a ; z ] to T and thus to N 1 will ensure that the performance of N 1 and N 1 will be identical. This is simply an instance of Theorem 3. Further, from Lemma 3, if the tra c constituted by the unsuccessful packets at the output of N 1 is t 2 , then the tra c constituted by the unsuccessful packets at the output of N 1 must be t 2 ( 1 ) ?1 1 ; ( 1 ) ?1 1 ]. Since the tra c constituted by the unsuccessful packets at the output of the rst Bi-Delta Network, becomes the input tra c of the second, the input tra cs to N 2 and N 2 will be t 2 We only consider TBSF*s built using Bi-Delta Networks. A Pure TBSF* is a TBSF* that is constructed by cascading identical Bi-Delta Networks. We denote a Pure TBSF* by T pure . This is of particular interest from an application point of view, as this makes the implementation simpler -needing only one Bi-Delta Network repetitively. Further, for low-cost and lowspeed applications, a TBSF* can be constructed by using just one Bi-Delta Network, where packets are passed L times through the same Network (The tails of the packets must exit before the heads of the packets arrive in the next pass). Consider Pure TBSF*s that are L blocks long.
Theorem 5 Using Bi-Delta Networks, exactly (n!) 2 distinct Pure TBSF*s can be built, and each such Pure TBSF* uniquely corresponds to a 2-tuple ; ]. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.
We now discuss weak equivalence between such Pure TBSF*s. For the degenerate case L = 1, the Pure TBSF* reduces to a single Bi-Delta Network, and weak equivalence is guaranteed. For the more interesting case L > 1:
Theorem 6 All (n!) The packets that are blocked (lost) in the TBSF fabric are those that remain misrouted till the end of the last block. See Section 1 for details on the CRP of a TBSF. We consider the case where the input tra c is uniform and independent -u (See Section 3 for an elaborate characterization). Performance is measured by the loss rate L: the ratio of the average number of packets that are lost, to the average number of packets arriving at all inputs. A TBSF of L blocks might be viewed, as the imperfect version of an ideal non-blocking switch which has L free paths to each output. Our quest is to get as close as possible to this non-blocking ideal switch.
Since the routing within the non-blocking switch for all packets with the same destination is independent 
Let Y denote the packets that are correctly routed. Then for the ideal non-blocking switch we have:
Since Y ideal = min(X; L) and E X] = , L ideal may be rewritten as:
Simulations for the three equivalence classes of Pure TBSFs constructed using the Omega Network, Modi ed Data Manipulator, and Baseline Network show that the class to which the Omega Network belongs, does best. Figures 5 and 6 show two such for the case = 1, and N = 256 and N = 1024 respectively. The results that follow, were got by averaging over 100,000 simulation runs per switch.
Note that the TBSF constructed using Omega Networks rapidly approaches the lower bound derived earlier. For example, in Figure 5 , the theoretical lower bound is L = 10 ?7 at L = 8, while the TBSF constructed using Omega Networks has L = 5:6 10 ?7 .
The TBSF constructed using Baseline Networks on the other hand has L = 390 10 ?7 at L = 8 and doesnt appear to converge to the theoretical lower bound. We have found that these are equally true over a wide variety of loads and switch sizes (plots not shown here).
The Sunshine switch 5] (without recirculation) essentially has a Batcher Sorter (neglecting the trap and concentrator) followed by L Banyan Networks in parallel, which provide L non-blocking paths for each output. It may thus be viewed functionally as an ideal non-blocking switch with L free paths. The Batcher Sorter has n(n + 1)=2 stages of N/2, 2 2 sorting elements. If we are only interested in the number of 2 2 elements, this \corresponds" to (n+1)=2 Banyan blocks. Accounting for the sorter while plotting L for the Sunshine switch, makes it obvious that the Pure TBSF built using Omega Networks does far better in the range around 10 ?6 . Experiments for various other loads and switch sizes also show the same ordering of the classes in terms of their performance. From the above results we conclude that the Pure TBSF built using Omega Networks is near-optimal. 8 Designing a ATM Switch Based on the TBSF*
In the earlier section we argued that a Pure TBSF built using Omega Networks is a near-optimal TBSF*. This has two consequences. Not only does it tell us that we should choose this TBSF* as our candidate fabric for the ATM switch, but it also says that we could use L ideal , as a very good approximation in determining the loss rate for the Pure TBSF built using the Omega Network -which we denote by L omega .
From equations 2 and 4 we then have: 
Note that this estimate assumes uniform and independent tra c, and is therefore somewhat optimistic. Zegura 15] discusses the chip count based on VLSI considerations (pin limitations, maximum transistor counts per chip), and the interested reader is directed to this work. Here, recirculation is assumed. It also appears that the chip-count using the TBSF based on the Omega Network might be even smaller than that evaluated in their work. This is because the results from 1] have been used in their calculations; and the TBSFs built using Bi-Delta Networks in 1] have been found by us to perform worse than a TBSF built using an Omega Network.
Conclusions
In this paper we rst characterized Bi-Delta Networks -a important and widely used class of Banyan Networks -by a 2-tuple of digit-permutations ; ]. It was proved that all Bi-Delta Networks are weak equivalent for any CRP (Con ict Resolution Policy). This equivalence guaranteed equal performance on average, under conditions of symmetric tra c. Weak equivalence for TBSF*s (generalized TBSFs) using BiDelta Networks was established. Results also showed why TBSF*s created by weak equivalent Bi-Delta Networks, are not necessarily weak equivalent. It was also shown that though (n!) 2 (where n = log 2 N) functionally distinct Pure TBSF*s exist, they belong to just n! weak equivalent classes. The latter half of this paper focussed on experiments that were conducted using uniform and independent tra c. Well known Bi-Delta Networks were used as representatives of their weak equivalence classes. It was found that in all our experiments (under a variety of tra c loads and switch sizes), a TBSF constructed by cascading Omega Networks did best. The TBSF constructed using Omega Networks rapidly approaches a theoretical lower bound (on the loss rate of any TBSF*) as the number of blocks L is increased, while the TBSF constructed using Baseline Networks diverges instead. Further, as was seen consistently in all our experiments, for a given rate of packet loss L, the TBSF built using Omega Networks had fewer number of 2 2 elements, when compared with the Sunshine Switch  5 ]. An approximate rule of thumb for determining L based on the desired L for the TBSF constructed using Omega Networks was also devised.
